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Thinking of this, Yue Feng suddenly wanted to cry without tears.
However, in depression, Yue Feng also nodded at Juanhong and said: “Yes, of course I
know this, I just want to confirm that after 90 hours, the enchantment will be removed,
right?”
“Yes!” Juan Red nodded!
Ugh!
After receiving confirmation, Yue Feng secretly sighed, saying that, he would have to
stay here for two hours.
Although he has just come to the God Realm, Yue Feng also knows that the time of the
God Realm is divided according to the twelve earthly branches, namely Zi, Chou, Yin,
Mao, Chen, Si, Wu, Wei, Shen, You, Xu, Hai, A total of twelve time periods.
Calculated as the time of the Kyushu mainland, one 卯hour is two hours.
Thinking to himself, Yue Feng calmed down secretly.
Isn’t it just two hours, and it will soon pass.
Next, under the guidance of Juan Hong, Yue Feng went to the rest room on the third
floor.
After entering the room, Juanhong and a few left, Yue Feng first looked around, then
began to meditate cross-legged, quietly cultivated. You know, in this God Realm, it is
full of incomparably pure and rich innate spiritual energy.
Although the Lingguo Garden at this time was blocked by Juanhong’s enchantment, the
innate aura that stayed in the Lingguo Garden was still incomparably full. For
cultivators, this innate spiritual energy was hard to come by. what.
Yue Feng finally came to God’s Domain once, and naturally he would not miss this good
opportunity to cultivate.
call!
In the blink of an eye, an hour has passed, and Yue Feng clearly feels that his strength
has improved a lot.
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At the same time, Yue Feng was indescribably excited when he thought that he would
be able to leave here in another hour.
…
on the other side, in the first floor of the pavilion.
The fairies in Juanhong were sitting on the soft couch, chatting and laughing while
admiring the surrounding beauty.
Whoosh!
At this moment, I saw a pink figure that passed through the barrier and slowly landed.
This is also a very beautiful woman, wearing a long pale yellow dress, with a perfectly
compact body and delicate facial features, but her whole body is filled with a high-cold
temperament.
It is Empress Hua Zhao who is a close-fitting fairy, exquisite!
“Your Excellency Linglong!”
Seeing Linglong, Juanhong quickly got up and saluted respectfully.
Although they are both fairies, Juanhong and the others are the fruit servants who guard
the spirit beast garden, while Linglong is Empress Hua Zhao’s most popular celebrity.
The woman of God, in the realm of the gods, can be said to be under one god and
above all gods.
Um!
Facing Juanhong’s few salutes, Linglong nodded.
In the next second, Linglong’s red lips lightly parted, and she said slowly, “Today,
Niangniang heard that the Holy Spirit Fruits in Lingguo Garden are ripe, and specially
ordered me to come and take some away, you guys hurry up and pick some good ones
and send them to you with me. Niangniang taste.” The
voice was soft and pleasant, but there was no doubt.
This…
Hearing this, Juan Hong looked at each other in dismay, calm on the surface, but all
secretly complained in her heart.

Picking the fruit of the Holy Spirit for Empress Hua Zhao to taste is her responsibility,
and there is no problem at all.
You know, Empress Hua Zhao has a very bad temper, and she strives for perfection in
everything, especially she is extremely picky about precious fruits. Juanhong and
several have given precious fruits to Empress Hua Zhao, but Hua Zhao has never been
asked to do so. If the lady is satisfied, she has been punished.
Therefore, at this time, Linglong said that she wanted them to send the precious fruit to
Empress Hua Zhao to taste, and the fairies of Juanhong suddenly panicked.
After all, no one wants to be punished.
“What?”
Seeing Juanhong’s expressions, Linglong’s eyebrows knit together tightly: “Is there a
problem?”
“No problem!” Juanhong responded quickly. Immediately, he walked out of the pavilion
and went to pick the fruit of the Holy Spirit.
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While picking the fruit of the Holy Spirit, Juanhong and several fairies are all frowning.
“What should I do?”
Finally, Juanhong couldn’t bear it any longer, and said, “Although the Holy Spirit Fruit
this time is good, Niangniang will definitely be dissatisfied with everything being so
perfect, and she will definitely punish us at that time.”
The voice fell, and the other fairies were also anxious.
Suddenly, one of the fairies thought of something: “By the way, we can let Yue Feng
send him there. He was sent by Yutian Palace. Even if the empress is not satisfied, she
will not punish him.”
Yes!
Hearing this, Juanhong and the others all smiled and clapped their hands in agreement.
How could I forget this newcomer?
Soon, the fruit of the Holy Spirit was picked, and Juanhong returned to the pavilion.

Seeing the fruit of the Holy Spirit just picked, Linglong nodded with satisfaction, then
looked at Juanhong and said, “Who will come with me to deliver the fruit of the Holy
Spirit.”
Juanhong looked at each other, and they had a good understanding of each other.
In the next second, Juanhong came out and said politely, “Your Excellency Linglong, let
Yue Feng go with you this time. He just came, so he just happened to get acquainted.”
New here?
Linglong was stunned for a moment, but she didn’t care and nodded.
“He’s resting upstairs, I’ll call him.” Juanhong said, turning around and going upstairs.
…
On the other side, Yue Feng is still meditating.
Haha…
Seeing that two hours are about to pass, Yue Feng is indescribably excited.
“Yue Feng?”
However, at this moment, Juan Hong’s shout came from outside the door.
Yue Feng frowned, opened the door, and saw Juanhong standing outside, smiling,
indescribably charming.
“Sister Juanhong, is there something wrong?” Yue Feng couldn’t help asking.
Juanhong nodded and said softly, “Yue Feng, you are very lucky. On the first day you
came here, you encountered a good job.”
Good job?
Hearing this, Yue Feng was stunned.
At this time, I heard Juanhong continue: “Ms. Hua Zhao sent someone to come and said
that she wants to taste the fruit of the Holy Spirit. We have already picked it, you are
responsible for sending it there. When the time comes, Madam Hua Zhao will definitely
reward her if she is happy to eat it. Yours, isn’t this a good errand?”
What?

At this moment, Yue Feng only felt his brain buzzing.
Let me give the Holy Spirit Fruit to Empress Hua Zhao?
When I was chatting with Juanhong a few times before, Yue Feng knew that Empress
Hua Zhao was the highest goddess in the Divine Realm, the woman of the Nine
Heavens God, and her status was extremely respected. This is the existence of a queen
in the Kyushu Continent.
As for Yue Feng, it was only secretly sent from the human world. Although he had just
possessed the Nascent Soul, in front of Empress Hua Zhao, if he was not careful, his
identity would be revealed.
Thinking to himself, Yue Feng smiled bitterly: “Can I do it if I don’t go?”
Don’t go?
Juanhong’s eyebrows were tightly knitted, and she said displeasedly, “Yue Feng, this is
Your Excellency Linglong. I will ask you to send this newcomer by name. If you don’t go,
have you thought about the consequences? You must know that Linglong is Hua Zhao.
If you make her unhappy, the celebrity beside the empress, we will all be implicated.”
As she spoke, Juanhong’s voice softened, and she said comfortably, “This is a good
job, why don’t you go?”
When she said this, Juanhong’s face was calm, but she was very anxious.
If this Yue Feng does not agree, it will be troublesome.
In the face of Juanhong’s soft and hard actions, Yue Feng wanted to cry without tears,
so he nodded and said, “That’s fine.”
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Seriously, sending precious fruit to Empress Hua Zhao, Yue Feng felt ten thousand
reluctance in his heart.
But there was no way, Yue Feng pretended to be a newcomer, and if he insisted on not
going, his identity would be exposed.
call!
Seeing that Yue Feng finally agreed, Juanhong smiled happily, and she was also
secretly relieved.

That’s great, with this Yue Feng doing it for me, I and my other sisters don’t have to
worry about being punished by Empress Hua Zhao. Excited, Juanhong
grabbed Yue Feng’s hand and said, “Let’s go, the precious fruit has been picked, you
can’t see Empress Hua Zhao, so you have to change clothes quickly.”
The wind pulled out of the room and quickly found him a long gown.
A few minutes later, when Yue Feng changed into her gown, Juanhong was stunned.
Speaking of which, Yue Feng has a well-proportioned figure and sharp facial features.
He is a very cool and handsome man, but he usually dresses very casually, so
Juanhong has never been very concerned about Yue Feng’s image, but at this time,
Yue Feng has changed into a unique style of God’s Domain. Cheongsam, the
temperament is instantly revealed, and it is indescribably elegant and handsome.
“Sister Juanhong!”
Seeing Juanhong staring at herself, Yue Feng said with a smile: “What’s wrong?”
Shuh!
At this moment, Juanhong realized that she had lost her composure, her delicate face
suddenly flushed red, and she quickly said, “Nothing, Your Excellency Linglong is still
waiting below, let
‘s hurry down.” When she said this, Juanhong was very It’s calm, but I sigh secretly in
my heart.
I really didn’t see that this Yue Feng was so handsome and handsome.
Yue Feng smiled, and without talking, He Juanhong went to the first floor of the pavilion.
Whoa!
Seeing Yue Feng at this time, the other fairies were also stunned, looking at Yue Feng
up and down, and couldn’t help but whisper.
“Wow, it turns out that Yue Feng is so handsome.”
“I didn’t notice it before.”
Even Linglong, who was standing there, couldn’t help but glance at Yue Feng, as if he
never thought that in this Lingguo Garden , and such a handsome man.

However, Linglong held her own identity and did not show her inner strength’s
astonishment.
What the hell!
At this moment, Yue Feng was stunned when he saw Linglong.
I saw this Linglong, about twenty-five years old, with a delicate face and an even more
exquisite body curve. Wearing a long light gauze dress, he looked immortal and
extremely charming.
The women in this God’s Domain are really more beautiful than one.
However, Yue Feng didn’t dare to be too presumptuous, knowing that Linglong was a
celebrity next to Empress Hua Zhao, so he just glanced at it and quickly looked away.
“Is this new?” Linglong asked lightly.
Juanhong nodded: “Yes, Your Excellency Linglong, his name is Yue Feng, he has just
become acquainted with the environment of Lingguo Garden, this time I will send
precious fruit to the niece, let him come with you, just in time to be proficient in
business. “
Hmm!
Hearing this, Linglong nodded and said to Yue Feng, “Take Zhenguo and come with
me.” The voice was not loud, but it was full of orders.
Juanhong and others quickly handed the picked precious fruit to Yue Feng.
At this moment, Yue Feng was very depressed, but he had no choice but to follow
Linglong towards the fairy pavilion where Empress Hua Zhao lived.
“Sister Juanhong…”
As soon as the forefoot left, one of the fairies had a complex expression on her delicate
face: “Isn’t it a little bad for us to treat Yue Feng like this?” The
voice fell, and the other fairies also frowned, all worried about Yue Feng. .
Like Juanhong, these fairies only regarded Yue Feng as a newcomer at first, but when
they saw the new Yue Feng just now, they were all attracted by his unique temperament
and learned that he might be punished by Empress Hua Zhao. Some were unbearable.
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At this time, Juanhong also bit her lip lightly, very worried about Yue Feng.
A few seconds later, Juanhong smiled lightly and said, “Okay, look at you one by one,
maybe this time the precious fruit will satisfy Lady Hua Zhao? At that time, Yue Feng
will not be punished, and Maybe he will be rewarded.”
“When he gets the reward back, he will definitely thank our sisters.”
The expressions of the other fairies softened a little after hearing this.
Whoosh!
Just as he was talking, he saw a figure, flying quickly, and then gently landed in front of
the pavilion.
This is a man with an ordinary appearance, a stubby figure, and a simple and honest
feeling.
Swish!
In an instant, Juanhong’s eyes converged on the man.
Immediately afterwards, Juanhong took a step forward and asked coldly, “Who are you?
If you rushed into the Lingguo Garden, do you know the consequences?”
At the same time, the other fairies also locked on the man tightly, full of vigilance.
Facing the hostility of Juanhong and several fairies, the man did not panic at all. He
walked up to him and said with a smile, “Fairies, don’t get me wrong, my name is Shi
Geng!
” You are understaffed, so Yutiangong sent me to help.”
What?
Hearing this, Juanhong and the others all trembled.
This….this stone is newer?
What happened to Yue Feng before then?
In shock, Juan Hong looked at each other, feeling a little confused.
Soon, Juanhong reacted first and said to Shi Geng: “Impossible, we have already met
the people sent by Yutian Palace, are you fake?” The

voice fell, and the other fairies also spoke.
“Yes, you must be a fake.”
“You said you were sent by the Yutian Palace, but do you have any evidence?” The
fairies in Juanhong asked, and when you heard me, Shi even couldn’t help laughing and
laughing. panic.
The next second, Shi Geng said seriously: “I am really sent by Yutian Palace. Look at
the fairies, this is a dispatch talisman issued by Yutian Palace.” After speaking
, Shi Geng took out a talisman, politely. handed it to Juan Hong. The talisman is
something exclusive to the realm of the gods, just like a letter of appointment in the
human world. However, this talisman is condensed from Xuantian aura. between
heaven and earth.
This…
As a result, Fu, Juanhong was stunned, her delicate body was trembling, her legs were
weak, and she could hardly stand still.
She clearly saw that the Lingfu was not fake, and it was written that Yutiangong sent
Shigeng to Lingguoyuan.
At this time, the other fairies also came over and looked at the contents of the talisman,
and they were all stunned.
This… this stone is really sent by Yutian Palace.
Where did the previous Yue Feng come from?
Thinking of this, Juanhong became more and more uneasy, and wanted to chase
Linglong and Yue Feng, but it was too late now.
…..
On the other side, Yuyao Xianyuan.
Yuyao Xianyuan is a picturesque garden where Empress Hua Zhao lived.
Yuyao Xianyuan occupies a very large area, almost covering a mountain range. The
buildings inside are all made of white jade. Qionglou and Yuyu can be seen
everywhere. They are full of exotic flowers and plants, as well as many exotic animals
and birds. Huan.

At this time, Yue Feng came to Yuyao Xianyuan under the leadership of Linglong.
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!
When entering Yuyao Xianyuan, Yue Feng couldn’t help taking a deep breath when he
saw the environment in front of him, he was extremely shocked.
Is this where Empress Hua Zhao lives? Simply beautiful.
With emotion in his heart, Yue Feng couldn’t help but ask Linglong: “Your Excellency
Linglong, this place…”
Before he could finish speaking, Linglong interrupted coldly: “Shut up, this is where the
empress rests. , you can’t talk casually, and you’re just here to deliver the spiritual fruit,
what are you asking about?”
When she said this, Linglong’s delicate face was full of contempt.
In her eyes, Yue Feng was just a fruit servant who guarded the Lingguo Garden. His
status was far from hers, and he was not qualified to speak to him at all.
Uh….
Feeling Linglong’s indifference, Yue Feng was very embarrassed. At the same time, I
was also a little unhappy.
This Linglong, even if she is a celebrity next to Empress Hua Zhao, is at most a maid,
and she puts on airs.
I muttered in my heart, Yue Feng did not speak, and followed Linglong honestly.
Soon, Linglong brought Yue Feng to the Warm Heart Pavilion.
Warm Heart Pavilion is the palace where Empress Hua Zhao rests. It is extremely
luxurious, yet fresh and elegant.
hiss!
The moment he stepped into the Warm Heart Pavilion, seeing the scene in front of him,
Yue Feng couldn’t help gasping for air, and he was stunned.
I saw that cigarettes were lingering in the Nuanxin Pavilion, and dozens of young
women were neatly lined up. These young women were all in their twenties, with
exquisite appearance, all in light gauze dresses, soft and charming.

In the center of the Warm Heart Pavilion, there is an exquisite throne.
This throne is studded with rare gems, with colorful halos circulating, and it is extremely
exquisite. It can be said that this throne is simply a priceless treasure.
Because Yue Feng can see that the gems on the throne are worth a fortune!
However, what attracted Yue Feng’s attention was the woman on the throne.
This woman, wearing a colorful and gorgeous phoenix robe, revealed her graceful figure
loomingly. At this time, she sat lazily on it, indescribably charming and charming, like a
finely carved face, with a myriad of manners, It shows the temperament of the mother’s
world.
It is the supreme goddess of the gods, the woman of the Nine Heavens God, Empress
Hua Zhao.
For a while, Yue Feng froze there, completely stunned, his heartbeat couldn’t help
speeding up.
Is this Empress Hua Zhao?
so beautiful.
All the beautiful words in this world are not enough to describe…it’s just perfect.
With emotion in his heart, Yue Feng’s expression was sluggish, he just felt that his mind
was blank and he forgot where he was.
At this time, Yue Feng only felt that the scene in front of him was like a dream.
Swish!
At this moment, seeing Yue Feng being brought in by Linglong, all the gazes of the
whole Nuanxin Pavilion also suddenly converged on Yue Feng, all eyes filled with
doubts.
Who is this man?
At the same time, Empress Hua Zhao’s delicate face was also frowning slightly, looking
at Yue Feng condescendingly with a bit of confusion.
Gudong.
At this moment, upon meeting Empress Hua Zhao’s eyes, Yue Feng felt his heart
tremble, his eyes were straight, and he couldn’t help swallowing.

To be honest, Yue Feng once said about the legend of Empress Hua Zhao. It was said
that her beauty surpassed Chang’e. At that time, Yue Feng thought it was a bit
exaggerated, but when she saw it with her own eyes, she knew that it was a welldeserved reputation.
After all, this is the woman of the Nine Heavens God, can she not be beautiful?
“Miss.”
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Just when Yue Feng was secretly stunned, Linglong took the lead and bowed to
Empress Hua Zhao: “This is Yue Feng, a newcomer who has just arrived at Lingguo
Garden, this time the precious fruit will be sent by him Here.”
It turned out to be the fruit servant of Lingguoyuan.
Hearing this, Empress Hua Zhao nodded lightly, without the slightest expression on her
beautiful face.
At this time, seeing Yue Feng’s gaze, it stayed on the empress. Linglong frowned, and
couldn’t help scolding: “You are so bold, you don’t kneel when you see the empress,
and you look straight at the empress.” The
voice fell, Linglong He came over and kicked Yue Feng fiercely.
In an instant, Yue Feng bent his legs and knelt down.
What the hell!
At this moment, Yue Feng was angry, this Linglong was too good at bullying others,
even if he was a fruit servant, he didn’t need to treat him like a slave.
Although he was very upset, Yue Feng didn’t show it. After all, it was Empress Hua
Zhao who was in front of her.
“Hey!”
At this time, Linglong urged angrily: “What are you doing, you still don’t present the
precious fruit?”
Hearing this, Yue Feng took a deep breath and handed the picked precious fruit
respectfully. Going up, a maid immediately picked it up. Then it was presented to
Empress Hua Zhao.

Empress Hua Zhao looked at the appearance of the precious fruit, and said lightly, “This
is the newly ripened precious fruit this time?”
“Yes, Empress!” Yue Feng knelt there and responded quickly.
Yue Feng thought about it. After leaving Yuyao Xianyuan, he would not be able to leave
Lingguo Garden, so he went directly to the portal to leave. Although there are many
beautiful fairies here, but after all, I don’t belong here. If I stay for too long, there will
definitely be trouble.
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At this time, at the suggestion of Empress Hua Zhao, Linglong picked a precious fruit.
In the next second, Empress Hua Zhao found a rare fruit, put it in her mouth, and tasted
it.
Huh..
At this moment, the entire Warm Heart Pavilion was silent. Linglong and the maids
around him all looked at Empress Hua Zhao, waiting for her comments on this precious
fruit.
Yue Feng knelt there, his heart was at peace.
Waiting for Empress Hua Zhao to finish tasting the precious fruit, can she leave by
herself?
“Normal…”
At this moment, Madam Hua Zhao threw a bite of the precious fruit aside, frowned at
Yue Feng and said, “This time the precious fruit is too ordinary, the spiritual energy it
contains is not yet there. The last time was mellow.”
Uh…
Hearing this, Yue Feng was stunned.
Madam Hua Zhao is too picky, these precious fruits are the best in Lingguo Garden, but
in her eyes, they are so unbearable?
At this time, Madam Hua Zhao’s delicate face was full of displeasure, and she looked at
Yue Feng and said coldly, “You fruit servants of Lingguo Garden are really becoming
less and less motivated, it must be because of your slack, Zhen Guo. It will be worse
than before.” After saying the last sentence, Empress Hua

Zhao said to Linglong, “Go, drag him down and punish him with thunder.”
In my heart, punishing a fruit servant is a very common thing.
“Yes, Niangniang!” Linglong responded.
What?
At this moment, Yue Feng was taken aback.
Nima, what’s going on? Just because Zhenguo didn’t meet the requirements, this
Empress Hua Zhao will punish me with Tianlei?
This is too harsh.
At this time, Yue Feng was almost on the verge of crying without tears.
I thought it was just a matter of running errands to deliver Zhen Guo, but I never
imagined that the situation would suddenly become so serious that it would be punished
by Tianlei. Yue Feng has just owned Nascent Soul, how can he withstand the
bombardment of Tianlei?
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Depressed, Yue Feng thought of Juanhong.
Damn, I seem to have been deceived.
At this time, Yue Feng vaguely understood that Juanhong wanted to send the precious
fruits by herself, and said that it was a beautiful job, which was completely a lie. She
had known for a long time that these precious fruits could not meet the satisfaction of
Empress Hua Zhao, and she was afraid of being punished. Punishment, so let him
deliver.
Understanding this, Yue Feng was furious.
I really didn’t expect that the fairies in Juanhong, who looked beautiful and kind, could
actually deceive people.
“Let’s go!”
At this moment, Linglong came over and said coldly to Yue Feng, “Go out with me to
accept the punishment.” His tone was indifferent, and there was no sympathy in his
eyes.

This fruit servant named Yue Feng, who did not take good care of Zhen Guo, was
punished by the goddess, and he deserved it.
How to do?
Facing the situation in front of him, Yue Feng’s face was bitter, and his heart was like an
ant on a hot pan, anxious.
Do you want to resist?
But here is God’s Domain. The Linglong in front of him is much stronger than himself. If
you really want to resist, I’m afraid the situation will be even worse.
But if you don’t resist, you will be punished by Tianlei.
“Your Majesty is here!”
Just when Yue Feng was anxious, a shout suddenly came from outside, and then, a
man, surrounded by several maids, slowly walked into the Warm Heart Pavilion.
His Majesty?
At this moment, Yue Feng was stunned.
Is it the Nine Heavens God?
Thinking to himself, Yue Feng couldn’t help but look at this man, and saw that he was
wearing a golden robe, facing kindness, but exuding an aura that was not angry and
arrogant, and the aura that permeated his body was even more unfathomable.
It is the God of the Nine Heavens.
“Your Majesty is down!”
Seeing the Nine Heavens God, Empress Hua Zhao quickly stood up, showing a
charming smile, and said softly, “Why did you come to me all of a sudden?”
Empress Hua Zhao and Nine Heavens God are very loving, and seeing Nine Heavens
God at this time When he appeared, he couldn’t take Yue Feng into consideration for a
while, and he forgot about the punishment.
“See Your Majesty!” At this time, Linglong and the maids around him saluted one after
another, all of them being extremely respectful.
Yue Feng also hurriedly lowered his head, facing the powerful strength of Jiutian God,
he almost didn’t dare to let out the air.

At the same time, Yue Feng was also secretly shocked.
As expected of the ruler of the God Realm, the strength of the Nine Heavens God is
really too strong.
“Haha…”
In the face of Empress Hua Zhao’s gentleness, Jiutian God laughed: “I heard that the
precious fruits in Lingguo Garden are ripe, and they have been delivered to you, so I will
come and taste them.
” Guo, Madam Hua Zhao frowned and said unhappily, “This time, the precious fruit is
not as good as the last time.”
After speaking, Madam Hua Zhao glanced at Yue Feng.
Oops.
Seeing this situation, Yue Feng’s heart was suspended again.
If the Nine Heavens God ate the precious fruit and felt dissatisfied, wouldn’t his fate be
even worse?
At this time, Linglong danced a precious fruit and presented it to the Nine Heavens God.
Nine Heavens God took a sip, showed a smile, and smiled at Empress Hua Zhao: “It’s
okay, the flesh is fragrant, and the spiritual energy is abundant. It’s not as bad as you
said.”
After hearing this, Empress Hua Zhao smiled lightly: “You are too lenient, forget it, this
fruit servant will not be punished.”
Hu!
At this moment, the stone hanging in Yue Feng’s heart fell to the ground in an instant.
Fortunately, this nine-day God is not so harsh.
At this time, Linglong said to Yue Feng, “Why don’t you hurry up and thank Your
Majesty and your niece?
“
While saying this, Yue Feng secretly exhaled, now he can finally leave.
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Nine Heavens God raised his hand, indicating that he would be exempted from the
ceremony.
At this time, Yue Feng was about to ask for instructions and quit the Warm Heart
Pavilion.
“Report to Your Majesty!”
However, before Yue Feng could speak, he saw a maid outside the door respectfully
saying, “Fu Zhen, the superintendent of the formation, is asking to see you in front of
him.”
Fu Zhen?
Hearing this, Empress Hua Zhao looked curious and asked Jiutian God, “What is he
here for?”
Jiutian God smiled and said, “I heard yesterday that in the area under Fu Zhen’s
jurisdiction, one of the portals vibrated. Just summon him to inquire about the situation.”
After speaking
, the Nine Heavens God said to the outside: “Let him come in.” What the hell
!
Seeing this scene, Yue Feng’s face changed, and he instantly became nervous.
The thing about the portal is what I did. When that Fu Zhen comes in, isn’t his identity
exposed?
At this moment, Yue Feng wanted to find a place to hide, but the Nine Heavens God
and Empress Hua Zhao were both there, so there was no way to hide.
It was at this time that a figure slowly walked in. Wearing a blue gown, she has an
extraordinary temperament.
It was Fu Zhen.
puff.
When he got to the front, Fu Zhen knelt down respectfully, and respectfully said to
Jiutian God: “Fu Zhen sees His Majesty.”
Jiutian God looked solemn and asked: “Fu Zhen, the portal under your jurisdiction
shook yesterday. What’s going on?”

“Avoid…”
Hearing the question, Fu Zhen was inexplicably frightened, and said cautiously: “The
thing about the portal is…”
Just as he was talking, Fu Zhen’s eyes fell on Yue Feng, and he was stunned.
Why is this kid here?
At this time, Fu Zhen’s brain was buzzing, and he suddenly became confused.
What is this kid’s identity? How can it be in the heartwarming pavilion of the goddess?
He clearly saw that Yue Feng was wearing a long gown, elegant and refined, and he
was completely different from the embarrassed appearance of yesterday. Not only that,
Fu Zhen clearly felt that Nascent Soul was also condensed in Yue Feng’s body.
Upon realizing this, Fu Zhen was even more stunned.
“Fu Zhen?” Seeing Fu Zhen froze there, Jiutian God frowned: “Why don’t you speak?”
Fu Zhen’s heart trembled, and he quickly said: “Go back to Your Majesty, there were
some problems with the portal yesterday, but I have already repaired it. Okay.”
When he said this, Fu Zhen glanced at Yue Feng subconsciously.
At this time, Fu Zhen, because he was not sure of Yue Feng’s identity, did not dare to
tell the truth at all. After all, he was in charge of the portal, and once there was a
problem, the culprit would be inevitable.
Haha….
Yue Feng was originally very nervous, but when he saw Fu Zhen’s answer, he suddenly
laughed in his heart.
This Fu Zhen is really interesting. Seeing that I am here and I can’t understand the
situation, I dare not tell the truth of yesterday.
But that’s fine, you don’t have to be afraid of revealing your identity.
Um!
At this time, Jiutian God nodded: “Since it’s all right, that’s the best!”
After saying that, Jiutian God glanced at Yue Feng: “Fu Zhen, you have been looking at
him, do you know each other?”

Shuh!
As soon as the voice fell, whether it was Empress Hua Zhao, Linglong and others, their
eyes were all focused on Fu Zhen.
Fu Zhen’s body trembled, and the whole person was stunned.
This… how should I answer myself?
At this moment, Yue Feng couldn’t help saying: “Avoid, Your Excellency Fu Zhen and I
have had a few encounters and are considered friends.” To be
honest, Yue Feng didn’t want to interrupt, but he was afraid that Fu Zhen would get
nervous and put the After revealing his identity, he couldn’t help helping Fu Zhen to lie.
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Friends?
Hearing this, both the Nine Heavens God and Empress Hua Zhao were stunned.
At the same time, Fu Zhen was also shocked, and his eyes were fixed on Yue Feng,
revealing a bit of complexity and confusion.
What is this guy going to do?
“Fu Zhen!”
Finally, Nine Heavens God reacted, looked at Fu Zhen and asked, “Is what he said
true?”
Uh…
Fu Zhen scratched his head, pondered, nodded and said, “Yes, Your Majesty. .”
Speaking of which, Fu Zhen wanted to deny it, but if he denied it, the matter of the
portal could not be concealed. When His Majesty knows the truth, he will definitely
punish himself.
Seeing his admission, Jiutian God nodded silently, and then looked at Yue Feng with
great interest: “A small fruit servant in Lingguoyuan is actually a friend of Fu Zhen.”
When saying this, Jiutian God’s tone was full of A bit of exclamation.
You must know that in the entire Divine Realm, there are a total of seven
superintendents, and among the seven superintendents, Fu Zhen’s ability ranks first.

Moreover, as a superintendent, although Fu Zhen’s status is not high, he is aloof and
arrogant. , there are very few people who can be regarded as his friends.
At this time, Yue Feng, who was a fruit servant, said that he was a friend of Fu Zhen,
which made Jiutian God very curious.
Feeling the gaze of the Nine Heavens God, Yue Feng quickly said, “It is my honor to be
regarded as a friend by Your Excellency Fu Zhen.”
What?
At this moment, Fu Zhen also recovered, frowning at Yue Feng.
This… this guy is the fruit servant of Lingguoyuan?
I thought that he would have a great identity if he could appear in the Nuanxin Pavilion
of Empress Hua Zhao. After a long time, he was just a fruit servant.
While murmuring in his heart, Fu Zhen was very annoyed, and he felt as if he was being
played with invisibly.
“Okay!”
At this time, the God of Nine Heavens waved at Yue Feng and Fu Zhen: “You all step
back.” When the words
fell, Yue Feng and Fu Zhen responded quickly, and then exited the Warm Heart
Pavilion.
“Hey!”
When he walked out of the Warm Heart Pavilion, Fu Zhen stopped immediately, his
eyes locked on Yue Feng, unable to hide his anger and coldness: “Who are you?”
When he first saw him, this guy He was urging the portal, and at that time, he didn’t
have a primordial spirit yet, so he was obviously a human being, and when he saw it
again, he not only had primordial spirit, but also became the fruit servant of Lingguo
Garden.
There must be a secret in this.
call!
Feeling Fu Zhen’s hostility, Yue Feng took a deep breath and said with a smile: “Your
Excellency Fu Zhen, we are friends, how can you ask me questions, like interrogating a
prisoner?”

“Stop talking nonsense with me!”
Fu Zhen scolded He said, word by word, “You can fool your majesty and the goddess,
but you can’t fool me. You are not the fruit servant of Lingguoyuan at all, and your
primordial spirit is also very strange. If I guess right, you secretly After eating the
precious fruit, you have the primordial spirit, right?”
“You are a daring human who entered the realm of the gods without authorization, and
even stole the precious fruit. You are so daring and reckless that you cannot be
punished.” The
words were just and righteous.
At this time, Fu Zhen became annoyed the more he thought about it. He wanted to kill
Yue Feng immediately, but he forcibly held back when he thought that this was Yuyao
Xianyuan, where Empress Hua Zhao belonged.
Chapter 3560
Nima!
Hearing this, Yue Feng did not panic at all, but rather held back his anger, and retorted
coldly: “Fu Zhen, don’t come with me like this. Lingguo Garden will not pretend to be a
fruit servant to deliver precious fruits to the goddess, speaking of which, the cause is all
up to you.”
When he said this, Yue Feng was very excited.
Speaking of which, I opened the portal yesterday, and I was able to leave. As a result,
this Fu Zhen suddenly appeared and closed the portal, causing me to stay in God’s
Domain and not be able to return to the Kyushu Continent. Now, this Fu Zhen is still
righteous. The appearance of the right words, whoever changes this matter, will be
popular.
“You…”
Facing Yue Feng’s rebuttal, Fu Zhen’s face flushed and he was speechless for a while.
At this time, Yue Feng took a deep breath, adjusted his emotions, and continued: “As
the superintendent of the formation, you are responsible for the transmission of the
formation. Then, you should know about the Holy Maiden of Nine Heavens, who is in
charge of the Kyushu Continent, right?”
Fu Zhen was stunned . After a while, he frowned: “What do you want to say?”

Yue Feng took a deep breath and said slowly: “Did you know that the Xuantian Great
Array in the Kyushu Continent was destroyed ten years ago, and the culprit behind it
was the It is the Hades of the Underworld, that Hades is very ambitious and wants to
rule the Kyushu Continent.”
“In order to realize his ambitions, Hades almost controlled the Nine Heavens
Saintess…”
“And you, as the Superintendent, are responsible for contacting the Nine Heavens
Saintess. , you don’t even know about these things, you say yourself, are you
dereliction of duty? If these things are known to the Nine Heavens God, will you be
punished?”
What?
At this moment, Fu Zhen stayed there, his mind buzzing, and his heart was inexplicably
frightened.
The matter of the Kyushu Continent and the Underworld is so serious?
To be honest, Fu Zhen knew about the destruction of the Xuantian Great Array from the
beginning, but he never reported it to the Nine Heavens God, because in the Nine
Heavens God’s heart, human beings are just like ants. The connection with the human
world is completely irrelevant.
In this case, Fu Zhen chose to hide it.
But he never thought that the destruction of the Xuantian Great Array was actually
related to the Hades of the Underworld.
After being stunned for more than ten seconds, Fu Zhen looked at Yue Feng closely:
“Then how is the situation now?”
Yue Feng chuckled lightly: “The situation is not so serious now, the Hades has been
absorbed by the power and no longer exists. At that time, the underworld was in a state
of no owner. As for the continent of Kyushu, I left for a few months, and I don’t know
what the situation is now…” It’s
okay!
Hearing this, Fu Zhen’s expression softened a lot, and he said to himself: “But there is
no owner in the underworld. This matter cannot be delayed. It must be reported to His
Majesty as soon as possible.
” , couldn’t help sneering: “The Xuantian Great Array has been destroyed for more than
ten years. After so long, you are going to report it now?”

Facing Yue Feng’s mockery, Fu Zhen didn’t get angry, smiled and began to explain .
It turned out that the time in the divine realm was different from the time in the human
world. One day in the divine realm was equivalent to one month in the human world. In
this way, ten years in the human world was equivalent to several months in the divine
realm.
What the hell!
When he understood this, Yue Feng was stunned.
One day in God’s Domain is equivalent to one month in the human world? After staying
here for two days, isn’t it two months in Kyushu World?
No, you have to go back quickly.
“Yue Feng!”
Just when Yue Feng was muttering, Fu Zhen showed a smile and said gently, “I’m really
sorry for chasing you yesterday, thank you for telling me about the Kyushu Continent.”
“These things, I need to think carefully, and then Report it to Your Majesty, we will have
an appointment in the future!” The
voice fell, Fu Zhen turned around and strode away, and in the blink of an eye, he
disappeared from Yue Feng’s sight.

